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ABSTRACT
Wireless mesh network (WMN) is a promising technology for broadband Internet access
due to its low cost, ease of deployment, increased coverage, and robustness. Equipping each
mesh router with multiple radios can greatly improve the capacity of WMNs since the radios
at each node can simultaneously transmit data on orthogonal channels.
Channel assignment is an important problem in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs where the
goal is to assign a channel to each radio so that the resulting network topology is connected and
the network capacity is maximized. Various channel assignment schemes have been proposed
in literature. These schemes assume the number of radios at each node is given, but how this
number is determined is not specified.
In this work, we propose a joint radio and channel assignment (JRCA) algorithm that de-
termines the number of radios required at each node based on the traffic demand and produces
the channel assignment for each radio to minimize the interference among the links operating
on the same channel. Thus our algorithm can produce a network configuration that meets the
customer demand and maximize the network capacity.
We conduct simulations to compare JRCA with a scheme where each node is equipped
with the same number of radios and channel assignment is done by the MCCA algorithm. Our
results show that, compared with the other schemes, JRCA can achieve higher throughput
with fewer radios at the network nodes.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview of the Problem
Wireless technology is currently being used to connect homes, neighborhoods, offices and
schools to the ever-expanding and ubiquitous entity widely known as the Internet. IEEE
802.11-based wireless networks are usually used to provide last mile network service in remote
areas. In order to facilitate this service, a wireless mesh network (WMN) is usually employed
to enable voice and data communications, both locally and on the Internet. Mesh network-
ing allows for continuous connections and reconfiguration around broken or blocked links by
hopping from node to node until the destination is reached. A typical wireless mesh network
consists of Internet Gateways(IGWs), Mesh routers and Mesh clients. Mesh clients consist
of laptops or desktops equipped 802.11-based radios which in turn connect to Mesh routers.
Mesh routers are responsible for forwarding client traffic to and from the Internet gateway(s).
An issue facing such community-based networks is the availability of substantial bandwidth
required to support consumer’s demands. Common wireless mesh implementations typically
use commodity hardware equipped with a fixed number of radios that are sometimes inadequate
to support client traffic demands. By simple observation, a workaround would be equip each
mesh node with certain number of radios depending upon the net demand at the mesh nodes.
However, this approach only solves a small part of the bigger problem. In addition to allocating
radios to each of the nodes, one must also provide a suitable channel assignment of channels to
all the radio interfaces so as to ensure network connectivity between the mesh clients and the
Internet. Due to the well-known problem of channel interference, unwise channel assignments
can negatively offset the advantage of increased bandwidth attained through the use of multiple
radio interfaces. Henceforth, one needs to come up with a clever scheme to determine the right
2number of radio interfaces and their respective channel assignments for each mesh node, in
order to ensure that the total bandwidth available does indeed meet the client’s demands. In
light of the aforementioned facts, this work aims at developing a novel scheme to allocate both
radios and their respective channels with a goal of satisfying consumer’s traffic needs.
1.2 Contribution of this work
In this work, we propose a Joint Radio and Channel Assignment (JRCA) scheme, which is
a novel technique of intelligently allocating radios and their respective channel assignments to
wireless nodes in a mesh network with the intention of satisfying customer traffic demands. Pre-
vious work in the area of channel assignment in 802.11-based wireless networks work consider
the number of interfaces available on wireless nodes as an input to their channel assignment
algorithms. Given this assumption, their algorithms produce a suitable channel assignment
for the entire network using several channel interference models like Multi-conflict graphs
(MCGs)[12], Unit Disc graphs(UDG)[7][8], to name a few. However, their work does not deal
with the goal of satiating customer’s traffic needs, which we believe is core to success of any
community-based wireless mesh network. Our work, to our best knowledge, has no precedence
and aims to address the issue of interface allocation and channel assignment jointly.
The proposed scheme (JRCA) has the following features:
1. The issue of interface allocation and channel assignment is addressed jointly. Using a
local search heuristic, the scheme creates interfaces at nodes by considering links in the
decreasing order of their demands.When a new link is created, the heuristic provides a
suitable channel assignment for the newly created interfaces at either ends of the link.
2. High throughput efficiency is achieved through the efficient utilization of network inter-
faces and the available channel spectrum.
3. The scheme performs very well in contrast to wireless mesh networks consisting of mesh
routers equipped with a fixed number of interfaces.
31.3 Outline of this work
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. We start with an overview of the IEEE
802.11[1] protocol, its architecture and its features in chapter 2. In chapter 3, we review relevant
literature in the area of channel assignment in wireless networks. In chapter 4, we describe
our Joint Radio and Channel Assignment (JRCA) scheme and provide comparative simulation
results by contrasting our scheme with standard wireless mesh configurations equipped with
fixed number of interfaces using metrics like throughput, packet delivery ratio, average end-
to-end delay, etc. We also examine how the throughput varies when client traffic is varied and
study the trend of throughput efficiency vs network density for sparse and dense WMNs setup
using JRCA. Finally, we end the thesis by providing conclusions from our work and outlining
future work in chapter 5.
4CHAPTER 2. IEEE 802.11 WIRELESS PROTOCOL
2.1 Introduction
A wireless mesh network (WMN) is a network of wireless communicating devices organized
in a mesh topology[2]. WMNs are reliable, cost-effective and easy to deploy. These properties
make them a promising technology for broadband Internet access. Typical WMN deployments
are built using IEEE 802.11 a/b/g technology, with each mesh node equipped with multiple
radio interfaces. In this chapter, we briefly review the IEEE 802.11 protocol, its architecture
and issues that concern its functioning. The IEEE 802.11 protocol was conceived by the IEEE
LAN/MAN Standards Committee (IEEE 802) [3] as a set of standards for wireless networks.
The original version of the IEEE 802.11 was released in 1997 and clarified in 1999, but has
since then been deprecated. However it was soon replaced by 802.11b followed by 802.11a and
802.11g.
2.2 IEEE 802.11 Protocol Architecture
The IEEE 802.11 protocol architecture is shown in Figure 2.1[5]
The lowest layer is the physical layer that contains the operating frequency bands, the
modulation techniques used and the data rates available for use. Above the PHY lies the
Medium Access Control layer which is the heart of the 802.11 operation. It works on a access
control technique called Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). This
layer is used to avoid collisions by putting off transmission if the medium is busy, thereby
ensuring that transmitting nodes don’t interfere with each other. The CSMA/CA layer is
composed to two sublayers, the DCF and PCF and are described in section 2.3. The Logical
Link Control layer is right above the MAC layer and acts as an interface to the higher layers
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Figure 2.1 The IEEE 802.11 Protocol Architecture
by performing basic link level functions such as error control.
IEEE 802.11 can be classified into several flavors depending upon the modulation techniques
used and the physical layer criterion of the operating frequency band. They are:
2.2.1 802.11b (DSSS)
802.11b is the most popular and widespread of all the IEEE 802.11 standards. It operates
on the unlicensed 2.4 GHz frequency band. The initial revision of the 802.11 specification had a
second physical layer based on direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS). DSSS PHY supported
data rates of 1MBps and 2MBps initially. On subsequent revision, a PHY with data rates of
5.5 Mbps and 11Mbps was added to 802.11b. However, the observed throughput is much lower
since 802.11b faces intense interference from microwave ovens, cordless phone and other such
6equipment operating on the same frequency. 802.11b supports only three orthogonal channels.
2.2.2 802.11g (ERP)
802.11b only supported theoretical rates of upto 11 Mbps. However as demand grew,
IEEE802.11 saw the need for higher data rates. As a consequence 802.11g was conceived.
802.11g is not a revolutionary specification. It still operates on the unlicensed 2.4 GHz
frequency band. Most of 802.11g is occupied with providing backwards compatibility to
802.11b. 802.11g uses an Extended-Rate PHY (ERP). There are several flavors of ERP avail-
able. They include ERP-DSSS (1 and 2 Mbps), ERP-CCK (5.5 and 11 Mbps), ERP-OFDM
(6,9,12,18,24,36,48,54 Mbps), ERP-PBCC (22 and 33 Mbps), DSSS-OFDM (hybrid scheme
combining DSSS and OFDM).
2.2.3 802.11a (OFDM)
The 2.4 GHz ISM bands are crowded and often compete with non-802.11 traffic. In an at-
tempt to attain higher data rates, the working group standardized a PHY using the unlicensed
spectrum of around 5GHz. 802.11a is based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM). OFDM is not a new modulation technique. 802.11a theoretically supports data
rates of upto 54 Mbps as compared to 802.11b. However 802.11a radios are bit more expensive
than 802.11b due to an advanced HAL (Hardware Access Layer) used. 802.11a supports twelve
orthogonal channels.
2.2.4 802.11n (MIMO)
802.11n is the latest standard and can potentially deliver upto 600Mbps, which is 50 times
802.11b and 10 times 802.11a or 802.11g. It uses MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output)
which comprises of multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver, to improve com-
munication performance.
72.3 802.11 DCF and PCF
2.3.1 Challenges for the 802.11 MAC
2.3.1.1 RF Link Quality
On a wired Ethernet, it is expected that a packet sent from the sender to receiver is received
correctly without data corruption. However, radio links are an entirely different ball game.
They usually operate in hostile territory. They are frequently subject to noise and interference.
In addition to noise, multipath fading may also lead to situations in which frames cannot be
transmitted because a node moves into a dead spot. In contrast to other link layer protocols,
802.11 MAC uses positive acknowledgements (Figure 2.2 [4]) to ensure successful transmission.
The receiver explicitly informs the sender when a frame is received correctly by sending an
ACK frame back to the sender. If the sender does not receive an ACK within an established
period of time, it has to retransmit the frame, upon timeout.
WIRELESS 
NODE
WIRELESS 
NODE
TIME
ACK
FRAME
Figure 2.2 Positive Acknowledgement
82.3.1.2 The Hidden Node Problem
Consider the situation depicted in figure 2.3, where A and C are both within the range of
B but not each other. Suppose A and C want to communicate with B, so both of them first
sense the medium. A and C are unaware of each other since their signals do not carry that far.
As a result, both of them sense that the medium is idle and both of them send B a frame at
the same time. These two frames collide with each other at B, but unlike an Ethernet, neither
A nor C is aware of this collision. A and C are said to be hidden nodes with respect to each
other and this situation is known as the hidden node problem [9].
In Ethernet networks, stations depend on the reception of transmission to perform the
collision detection functions of CSMA/CD. However, wireless transmissions are an entirely
different story. Collision resulting from hidden nodes are hard to detect because wireless
transceivers are inherently half-duplex; To prevent collisions, 802.11 uses a mechanism called
RTS-CTS[4] (Figure 2.4) to clear the area before a radio starts transmitting. When a wireless
node 1 has a frame to send; it initiates the process by sending out a RTS frame. In addition
to reserving the radio link for transmission, RTS silences any stations that hear it. If the
destination node receives the RTS, its responds with a CTS. Like RTS, CTS silences stations
in the immediate surrounding. Once RTS/CTS exchange completes, node 1 can send its frames
without worrying from interference from any hidden nodes. When the RTS/CTS mechanism
is used, any frame transmitted must be positively acknowledged.
9A B C
Figure 2.3 The Hidden Node Problem. Although A and C are hidden from
each other, their signals can collide at B.
WIRELESS 
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WIRELESS 
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CTS
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Figure 2.4 RTS-CTS Exchange
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2.3.2 The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)
WMNs use DCF, which provides a standard Ethernet-like contention-based service. DCF
allows multiple mesh nodes to interact without central control. Before a node attempts to
transmit, it checks if the medium is idle. If the medium is idle, the node must wait for a
period called DIFS (DCF interframe space) before transmission can begin. This is done to
avoid collisions. DCF may sometimes employ RTS/CTS[4] (Figure 2.4) frames to reduce the
probability of collisions.
If the medium is busy, the node must wait for the channel to become free by deferring
access. When access is deferred, the node waits for the medium to be idle for the DIFS and
prepares for the random backoff procedure. In the random backoff phase, a period called
contention window (CW) follows the DIFS. The CW is partitioned into time slots of equal
length. When a node enters the random backoff phase, it picks a random time slot between 0
and CW. All time slots are equally likely. When several nodes prepare to transmit, the node
that picked the smallest time slot wins and grabs the medium. The node now transmits the
frame to the receiver. The other nodes remain silent during the frame transmission. To keep
track of frame retransmissions, each frame has a single retry counter associated with it.
Since 802.11 uses positive acknowledgement (Figure 2.2 [4]), the transmitting node has to
wait for the frame’s acknowledgment. When a positive acknowledgement is received, the node
infers that the frame has been successfully received by the receiver. Before transmitting the
remaining frames, if any, the node resets the contention window and the retry counter to their
minimum value.
However, if the node fails to receive the acknowledgement due to some error after a set
time period, after timeout, it increments the retry counter and has to retransmit the frame.
Each time the retry counter increases, the CW is doubled. When a frame is retransmitted, the
node again picks a random time slot between 0 and CW and counts down to it before it can
retransmit the frame. If retransmissions fail repeatedly, such that the retry counter reaches its
maximum limit, the node gives up, resets the retry counter and the contention window. The
frame is discarded and its loss is reported to the higher-layer protocols.
11
2.3.3 The Point Coordination Function (PCF)
The Point Coordination function provides contention free services. Point Coordinators are
used to ensure that the medium is without contention. They reside in APs, thus restricting
PCF to infrastructure networks. To obtain priority over standard contention-based services,
PCF allows stations to send frames after a shorter interval than DIFS.
12
CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, we review some of the relevant literature in the area of wireless mesh
networks. Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have become a key area of scientific research due
to their diverse capabilities and lucrative advantages. Some seminal areas of research (surveyed
in [17]), relating to WNMs, include routing, load balancing and channel assignment, to name
a few. Routing in WMNs are of several flavors : Multiple-Radio Routing [18], Multi-Path
Routing, Hierarchical Routing [19] and Geographical routing [20]. Load balancing is explored
in [21], [22], [23], [24] and [25]. Several techniques for channel assignment have been proposed
in [11], [12], [13], [14],[26], [27], [28] and [29].
In particular, we review some of broad schemes proposed by the research community to
solve the channel assignment problem in Multi-radio Wireless Mesh Networks. We shed light
on the basic ideas, advantages and drawbacks of the schemes presented in [11], [12], [13] and
[14]. At the time of writing this thesis, we have come across no prior work that proposes a
scheme that allocates radio and assigns channels jointly, a premise that we solve.
3.1 Centralized Channel Assignment and Routing Algorithms for
Multi-Channel Wireless Mesh Networks (HYACINTH)[11]
In this paper, the authors are mainly concerned with the channel assignment problem
in Multi-Radio Wireless Mesh Networks. They propose and evaluate one of the first multi-
channel multi-hop wireless ad-hoc network architectures that can be built using standard
802.11 hardware by equipping each node with multiple network interface cards. Their main
contributions are as follows:
• The first work of its kind that deals with channel assignment and routing in multi-radio
13
wireless mesh networks.
• An iterative algorithm that switches between channel assignment and the routing problem
that terminates when convergence is observed.
• A novel link-wise channel assignment scheme that assign channels to network interfaces
on either side of the link based on the expected link load.
3.1.1 Main Ideas
Mesh networks are limited in the amount of bandwidth they offer in contrast to Ethernet
standards. In order to increase the bandwidth of traditional mesh networks, the authors argue
that by equipping mesh router with multiple radios, this current bandwidth limit can be pushed
higher. In particular, they mainly deal with two research questions:
1. How to assign channels to interfaces?
2. How to route packets by utilizing the multiple interfaces?
Greater the channel diversity, lesser will be the channel interference. In addition to channel
diversity, network connectivity requires that two network interfaces at the two ends of the link
should be tuned to the same channel frequency. However the routing methodology is dependent
on the capacities of the links tuned to the same channel while the channel assignment is
dependent upon the link loads, which in turn, is dependent on the routing methodology. This
introduces a cyclic dependency between routing and channel assignment. Thus, in order to
solve the problem, channel assignment and routing must be considered together.
A new evaluation metric called cross-section goodput is proposed. According to the au-
thors, cross-section goodput is defined as X = Σs,dC(s, d) where C(s, d) is the useful network
bandwidth assigned between a pair of ingress-egress nodes (s, d). The goal of their channel
assignment and routing algorithms is to maximize the cross-section goodput X.
The iterative algorithm begins with the traffic profile as input to the Initial Link Load
Estimation step. This step is responsible for predicting a rough estimate of the expected
link loads. In particular, the expected link load is estimated by using the equation φl =
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Σs,d
Pl(s,d)
P (s,d) ∗B(s, d) where P (s, d) is the number of acceptable paths between (s, d) and Pl(s, d)
is the number of acceptable paths between (s, d) that pass a link l. B(s, d) is the expected
load between s and d, found in the traffic profile. The output of this step is fed into the next
step in the iterative algorithm, Channel Assignment. In the channel assignment phase, links
are traversed in decreasing order of load so that links with higher load gets channels with less
contention. Several cases are considered when channels have to be assigned to two end network
interfaces of a link.
In case 1, when both ends have unused interfaces, the algorithm assigns a channel with least
degree of interference. In case 2, if the second node has only an unused interface, a channel from
the first node having the least degree of interference is assigned to the second node’s interface.
In case 3 when neither node has unused interface, use a common channel if there exists one.
In the final case, when neither node has unused interface and there exists no common channel,
merge channels from one node to the other. The choice of the channel selected for merging
is such that the combined degree of interference of the two channels is minimized. However,
this requires merging network-wide. By degree of interference, the authors mean the sum of
expected load from the virtual links in the interference region that are assigned to the same
radio channel.
Once the channel assignment is done, link capacity estimation is done using the formula
bwi =
φi
Σj∈Intf(i)φj
∗ C, where φi is the expected load on link i, Intf(i) is the set of all links in
the interference zone of link i and C is the sustained radio channel capacity. For the routing
component of the algorithm, they use two existing routing algorithms - shortest path routing
and randomized multipath routing.
The above steps starting from the Initial Link load estimation step to the routing step
keeps looping till convergence is observed or for all links, capacity > load. Convergence is
attained when no more improvement can be observed with every consecutive run of the iterative
algorithm.
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3.1.2 Strengths
• The first work of its kind that deals with channel assignment and routing in multi-radio
wireless mesh networks.
• A novel link-wise channel assignment scheme that assign channels to network interfaces
on either side of the link based on the expected link load.
3.1.3 Weaknesses
• In the channel assignment algorithm, the merging phase has to be done recursively
network-wide. This process is particularly expensive if the network is very large.
• There exists no proof of convergence for the iterative algorithm. It is difficult to bound
the running time of their algorithm.
• Their channel assignment approach assigns channels to links. If the node degree is x, then
it can only assign channels to a maximum of x radios even if more radios are available i.e
no parallel links are allowed. Thus, the network may not be able to handle the customers
traffic needs.
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3.2 Interference-Aware Channel Assignment in Multi-Radio Wireless
Mesh Networks (BFS-CA) [12]
In this paper, the authors explore the interference to wireless deployments due to co-located
wireless networks and propose an algorithm (BFS-CA) by using nodes with multiple radios and
assigning them channels using multi-radio conflict graphs. Their contributions are as follows:
• A dynamic, interference-aware channel assignment algorithm that minimizes interference
between the mesh network and co-located wireless networks.
• A Multi-radio Conflict Graph (MCG), an extension to the well known conflict graph
model, to model the interference relationship between multi-radio routers in a wireless
mesh network.
• A novel interference estimation scheme that routers use to estimate the interference level
in their neighborhoods.
• A link redirection protocol that prevents the disruption of flows during channel assign-
ment.
3.2.1 Main Ideas
Dynamic channel assignment can result in the changes in topology leading to suboptimal
routing and even network partitioning. Another problem is network flows can get disrupted
when a channel assignment is changed. Hence authors propose the use of a default radio at
each node.
The channel assignment server (CAS) chooses the default channel using the rank of a
channel c for the entire mesh Rc. Rc is computed as follows: Rc =
Σni=1Rank
i
c
n where n is the
number of routers and Rankic is the rank of channel c at router i. The default channel is then
chosen as the channel with the least Rc value. The intuition behind this metric is to use the
least interfered channel as the default channel in the mesh.
Then the non-default channel selection phase constructs the MCG using the information
collected from routers - neighbor identities, delays, etc - via heartbeat messages. An extended
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model, called the Multi-radio Conflict Graph(MCG) is used to capture the interference re-
lationship between nodes equipped with multiple radios. To create the MCG, each radio in
the mesh network G is represented as a vertex in graph G′ instead of representing routers by
vertices as in G. The edges in G′ are between mesh radios instead of mesh routers as in G.
Given G′, each edge in G′ is represented as a vertex in the conflict graph. An edge between
two vertices in the conflict graph exists if the communication links corresponding to these two
vertices in G′ interfere with each other. After constructing the MCG, the CAS uses the BFS-
CA algorithm to select channels for the non-default radios. Once the channels are selected for
the mesh radios, the CAS instructs the routers to configure their radios to the newly selected
channels.
The BFS-CA does a BFS of the MCG and starts assigning channels in increasing order of
link hop counts. Radios are then permanently assigned channels that have the highest rank
such that it does not conflict (no two adjacent vertices in the MCG are assigned the same color)
with the neighbors. If a non-conflicting channel is not available, a randomly chosen channel
is assigned to the vertex with the exception of the default channel. Once a vertex is assigned
a channel, all vertices that contain either radio from the just-assigned vertex are placed in a
list and are removed from the MCG. This step is needed to satisfy the constraint that only
one channel is assigned to each radio. Once this completes, vertices at the next level of the
breadth first search are visited. This procedure keeps on repeating until all the vertices in the
MCG are visited and radios are assigned channels.
Once the channel assignments are decided, the CAS notifies the mesh routers to reassign
their radios to the chosen channels via the default radio. To adapt to changing interference,
CAS periodically ( 10 minutes) re-assigns channels. When a new channel is being assigned to
the non-default radios, existing traffic is routed over the default radio till the switch is done.
3.2.2 Strengths
• This work proposes an algorithm that takes care of interference from co-located wireless
deployments.
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• A novel way of capturing interference relationship for multi-radio wireless mesh nodes
using Multi-Radio Conflict Graphs (MCGs).
• Avoids sub-optimal routes and network partitioning by using default channel.
• A link redirection scheme when non-default radios switch channels.
3.2.3 Weaknesses
• Links having the same hop-count are treated the same irrespective of load.
• A dedicated channel required for default channel.
• Assigns a random channel if a non-conflicting channel does not exist.
• Throughput drop during link-redirection.
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3.3 A Channel Assignment Algorithm for Multi-Radio Wireless Mesh
Networks (MCCA)[13].
In this paper, the authors study channel interference in multi-radio wireless mesh networks
and propose a centralized algorithm called Maxflow-based Channel Assignment (MCCA) to
maximize the throughput. Their contributions are as follows:
• A centralized channel assignment algorithm (MCCA) for Multi-Radio Wireless Mesh
Networks.
• The MCCA channel assignment scheme identifies critical links and assigns channels to
them such that most critical links experience least possible interference.
• Their scheme solves the recursive channel assignment problem with [11].
3.3.1 Main Ideas
In order the maximize the throughput, the MCCA algorithm first seeks to identify links
that are most critical to carry traffic and protect those against interference. The rational
behind this approach is that the interference is the major cause for throughput decrease and
accordingly the MCCA algorithm assigns channels in such a way that the most critical links
experience the least possible interference.
To calculate the critical links, the authors first compute the maximum throughput flowing
from the aggregation devices to the gateways on the initial graph. To this end, two extra nodes
are connected to the nodes in the graphs and are identified as the supersource and supersink.
Using the maxflow algorithm [16], flows on each of the links are calculated, giving an indication
of the criticality of the link.
The channel assignment algorithm consists of two stages - the Link-group binding stage and
the Group-Channel Assignment stage. During the Link-group binding stage, links are grouped
based on the flows they carry. It begins by visiting all the nodes of the network one-by-one.
For each node, the set of groups for all the links incident to that node is computed. If the
number of groups of links incident on a node is greater than the number of available radios,
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such a violation is remedied by repeatedly merging two groups till the number of groups equals
the number of radios. At each iteration, the groups chosen to be merged are the two with the
least total flow. The merging reassigns all the links belonging to one group to the other. The
next step is to assign a group to all the links of a node that are still unassociated with any
group. The principle, at the basis of the grouping performed by this step, is to aggregate the
links of the node into groups equal to the number of radios available at that node. An attempt
is made to give the links with the largest flow higher precedence, in the sense that they are
assigned the same group as the links with the smallest flow, ensuring that links carrying large
flows are the most critical and should suffer less interference.
The second stage, called Group-Channel Assignment, selects a channel for each group and
assigns the selected channel to all the links of the group. The Group-Channel Assignment
algorithm performs this task with the objective of protecting critical links. This is achieved
by sorting the groups in decreasing order of the maximum flow associated with any of the
links within the group and visiting them one-by-one in such an order. The algorithm starts by
considering the set of links potentially interfering with the links assigned to a group. Two links
potentially interfere with each other if one of the end nodes of one link is in the interference
range of one of the end nodes of the other link. For each channel, the set S(g, c) of all the
links that are assigned channel c and potentially interfere with the links of g is computed. If
there exists a channel c0 such that S(g, c0) is empty, it means that none of the links potentially
interfering with the links in g, has been assigned channel c0. So c0 can be assigned to the
group g. In case multiple such channels exist, the channel that has been assigned to the
highest number of links is chosen.
After the second stage of the MCCA algorithm, the number of channels assigned to a node
does not exceed the number of radios since the first stage returns a number of groups per node
not greater than the number of radio interfaces. Thus the constraint on the number of radios
per node is obeyed and no replacement of previous channel assignments is required.
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3.3.2 Strengths
• The MCCA channel assignment scheme identifies critical links and assigns channels to
them such that most critical links experience least possible interference, so that network
throughput can be maximized.
• Their scheme solves the recursive channel assignment problem with [11];
• Simulations show that MCCA achieves higher throughput than IATC[15] scheme.
3.3.3 Weaknesses
• The MCCA channel assignment scheme is independent of any traffic profile.
• Sometimes, links adjacent to a node, are assigned the same channels.
• Their channel assignment approach assigns channels to links. If the node degree is x, then
it can only assign channels to a maximum of x radios even if more radios are available.
One way to fix this is to allow parallel links.
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3.4 Minimum Interference Channel Assignment in Multiradio Wireless
Mesh Networks [14].
In this paper, the authors consider multihop wireless mesh networks, where each router is
equipped with multiple radio interfaces and multiple channels are available for communication.
In particular, the paper addresses the problem of assigning channels to communication links
in the network with the objective of minimizing the overall network interference. The paper
proposes centralized and distributed algorithms for the channel assignment problem. Their
contributions are as follows:
• The paper proposes a ’topology preserving’ approach i.e all links that can exist in a single
channel network also exist in the multichannel network after channel assignment.
• The channel assignment schemes considers traffic load.
• Their work generalizes to non-orthogonal channels, including channels that are suppos-
edly orthogonal but interfere because of crosstalk or leakage[30].
• The work is the first work that establishes good lower bounds on the optimal network
interference and demonstrates a good performance of the heuristics by comparing them
with the lower bounds.
3.4.1 Main Ideas
Tabu Search [31] is a technique used for coloring vertices in graphs. The authors present
a centralized version of Tabu Search for solving the channel assignment problem. According
to the authors, centralized algorithms are quite practical in ”managed” mesh networks, where
there is already a central entity. The authors use the Max-K-Cut problem with interface
constraint to model the assignment problem.
The channel assignment problem is to color the vertices Vc of the conflict graph Gc using K
colors while maintaining the interface constraint and minimizing the number of monochromatic
edges in the conflict graph. Interface constraint means that the number of channels assigned to
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the links incident on any node is at most the number of radios on that node. A conflict graph is
a graph that captures the interference between two or more communicating links and consists
of the vertices corresponding to the communication links within the mesh. Two vertices in the
conflict graph are connected by a conflict edge iff the two communication links corresponding
to the two vertices interfere with each other.
The centralized Tabu-based channel assignment algorithm consists of two phases. In the
first phase, the tabu-technique is used to find a good solution f (a channel assignment) without
worrying about the interface constraint. It starts with a random initial solution f0, wherein
each vertex is assigned to a random color in K. From this random initial solution f0, a sequence
of solutions f0, f1, f2,.... is created in an attempt to reach a solution with minimum network
interference. A Tabu list of limited size is maintained to avoid reassigning the same color to
a vertex more than once i.e when generating neighboring solutions, neighboring solutions that
contain color assignment in the Tabu list are ignored.
In the second phase, their technique removes the interface constraint violations by repeated
application of the ”merge” procedure to get a feasible channel assignment function f . Given
a channel/color assignment solution f , a node for the merge operation is picked as follows:
Among all the network nodes where the interface constraint is violated, pick the node wherein
the violation is maximum.
In addition to the centralized tabu search channel assignment technique, a distributed
greedy heuristic is proposed that takes into consideration the interface constraint right from
the start. The idea is to initially, color all the nodes in the conflict graph with the same color.
Then in each iteration of the algorithm, the color of some vertex is changed in a greedy manner
without violating the interface constraint. The iterative algorithm is guaranteed to terminate
because each iteration decreases the network interference monotonically. Their approach can
be distributed or localized since the interference is local.
Their work also derives lower bounds on the minimum network interference using semidef-
inite programming(SDP) [32] approaches, in order to evaluate the quality of their proposed
solutions.
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3.4.2 Strengths
• A ’topology preserving’ approach allowing all links that can exist in a single channel
network also to exist in the multichannel network after channel assignment.
• Both centralized Tabu-based search algorithm and Distributed Greedy algorithm are very
simple to implement.
• Their channel assignment schemes consider traffic loads.
• It is the first work that establishes good lower bounds on the optimal network interference
using SDP.
3.4.3 Weaknesses
• Tabu Search is a local search algorithm. The effectiveness of the Tabu search is heavily
dependent upon the starting solution. If the starting solution is not good, then the end
result will not be close to the optimal value.
• Channels are assigned on a link basis. So no parallel links are allowed between two nodes.
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CHAPTER 4. JOINT RADIO AND CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT
SCHEME (JRCA)
4.1 Introduction
Our work deals with the issue of ensuring that customer’s demands are satisfied in a 802.11-
based wireless mesh network. In order to send a packet to the Internet, a mesh client (say
a 802.11-enabled laptop) must forward the packet to a neighboring mesh router within the
transmission range of the mesh client. If the mesh router is in direct transmission range of the
IGW, it sends the received packet directly to the IGW; else it forwards it to another adjacent
mesh router. This happens till the packet is successfully delivered to the IGW. Traffic from
the Internet to the mesh client follows the same process as before with exception being that
packets start from the IGW to the mesh client.
Depending on the size of the wireless mesh network, the number of mesh clients could be
small or large. As a result, a network deployment engineer, undertaking the task of setting
up such a network must carefully design a wireless mesh network taking into consideration
the customer’s needs. Given the placement of mesh routers and customer demands, a network
designer is typically faced with the problem of deciding how many radios must each mesh router
possess and what channels should they be tuned to so as to reduce channel interference while
at the same time extract the maximum possible bandwidth from such a wireless installation.
Our work aims to do just that by providing the network designer with the right number of
radio interfaces that should be setup at each of the intermediate mesh routers and the IGWs
and their respective channel assignments so that the network is connected while at the same
time offer the maximum possible bandwidth to the end users.
We propose the Joint Radio and Channel Assignment (JRCA) scheme with the following
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features:
1. The issue of interface allocation and channel assignment is addressed jointly. Using a
local search heuristic, the scheme creates interfaces at nodes by considering links in the
decreasing order of their demands.When a new link is created, the heuristic provides a
suitable channel assignment for the newly created interfaces at either ends of the link.
2. High throughput efficiency is achieved through the efficient utilization of network inter-
faces and the available channel spectrum.
3. Our scheme performs very well in contrast to wireless mesh networks consisting of mesh
routers equipped with a fixed number of interfaces.
4.2 Basic Idea
Given traffic demands between the mesh clients and the IGWs, the JRCA scheme first uses
an existing channel assignment algorithm called Maxflow-based Centralized Channel Assign-
ment (MCCA) [13] to obtain the initial channel assignment for the network. This is done so as
to give us a beginning estimate of the load that will be carried by the assigned channels in the
network. The MCCA algorithm was used over other available channel assignment techniques
because of an important feature: The channel assignment scheme should be efficient and should
not suffer from weaknesses as in the case of [11] (recursive channel assignment problem).
The next step is to update the links within the network so as to reflect this channel assign-
ment i.e for every link in the network assigned a channel, we create two links - one with the
channel assignment of the MCCA algorithm with a bandwidth allocation equal to the band-
width supported by one radio interface and a second residual link with no channel assignment
having a demand equal to the actual link demand minus the demand allocated already. Once
this operation finishes, we then create a sorted list (in decreasing order of demands) of residual
links having non-zero demands. We also create a list of domains i.e for every channel available
for assignment, a domain, representative of the channel, is created. Technically speaking, a
domain is basically a data structure that is identified by the channel it represents and contains
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the list of links and their demands, assigned to that channel. The list of domains is then
updated to reflect the initial channel assignment.
We then visit the list of residual links and read their demands one by one. When a residual
demand is read, we create a new link between the two endpoints of the demand. When such
a link is created, we use a local heuristic that employs the list of domains, to determine what
channel we must assign to this link. Once a channel is assigned to this link, we update the
corresponding domain with the allocated demand and update the residual link capacity. This
process repeats until the residual demand of the original link under consideration becomes zero
or until no channels are available for assignment. If no channels are available for assignment,
the remaining residual demand is allocated in the final step of the JRCA scheme (It involves re-
sorting the remaining residual links in decreasing order of demands and allocating them using
the channel distribution in the vicinity of that residual link). Once all the links in the list are
visited and allocated (no residual demands remain), we will have a comprehensive radio and
channel assignment for the entire network, which is basically the output of the JRCA scheme.
4.3 Algorithm Description
The following is the pseudocode for the proposed Joint Radio and Channel Assignment
(JRCA) scheme for 802.11-based wireless mesh networks:
1: Input : G = (V,E), K, d(e), β
2: ∀u ∈ V , radio(u) = Σe=(u,v)∈Ed(e)β
3: MCCA(G,K, d(e), radio(u)).
4: Create a graph G′ = (V ′, E′) consisting of two kind of links for every single link e = (u, v) ∈
E - one link l = (u′, v′) with the chan(l) = chan(e) for every corresponding link e ∈ E
assigned a channel and allocation alloc(l) = β (d(l) = 0); and a residual link lres = (u′, v′)
with demand d(lres) = d(e)− β and chan(lres) = −1.
5: Create a set D of domains representing the total number of channels available such that
|D| = K.
6: For each e′ ∈ E′, load(chan(e′)) = load(chan(e′)) + d(e′) such that chan(e′) 6= −1
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7: Let L = set of residual links in G′ sorted in decreasing order of demands such that d(l) > 0
and chan(l) = −1,∀l ∈ E′
8: while all links in L have not been visited do
9: Let l = (u′, v′) be an unvisited link
10: while d(l) > 0 do
11: C = ∪chan(l)
12: Cu′ = ∪chan(l′)|∀y, l′ = (u′, y) ∈ E′
13: Cv′ = ∪chan(l′)|∀y, l′ = (v′, y) ∈ E′
14: K ′ = K − C − (Cu ∪ Cv)
15: if |K ′| > 0 then
16: Pick k ∈ K ′ with least load(k)
17: Create link l′ = (u′, v′) with chan(l′) = k and allocation alloc(l′) = β
18: d(l) = d(l)− β
19: load(k) = load(k) + β
20: else
21: C ′ = (Cu′ ∪ Cv′)− C
22: if C ′=NULL then
23: Exit While
24: end if
25: Compute the number of conflicts for domains in C ′ when new link added to a
domain.
26: Pick k ∈ C ′ with least number of conflicts.
27: Create link l′ = (u′, v′) with chan(l′) = k and allocation alloc(l′) = β
28: d(l) = d(l)− β
29: load(k) = load(k) + β
30: end if
31: end while
32: end while
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33: Assign remaining residual links (sorted in decreasing order of demands) in G′ to domains
with lowest conflicts.
34: Output G′
Consider a 802.11-based wireless mesh network represented as graph G = (V,E) where
V represents the nodes in the mesh network and E is the set of links between nodes. A
link e = (u, v) ∈ E if nodes u and v are in the transmission range (TR) of each other i.e
dist(u, v) ≤ TR. For clarity of presentation, we assume that the Interference Range (IR) is
twice the transmission range i.e IR = 2TR. Each edge is labeled by a demand d(e) which
is basically the amount of traffic or bandwidth that should be supported by this link e. Let
K be the total number of channels available for use. K should be equal to the number of
orthogonal (non-overlapping) channels available. K is not limited to channels of one 802.11
technology, but can consist of the total channels available for the entire 802.11 architecture
including 802.11a, b/g. The configuration of the WMN (G), the corresponding demands d(e)
in addition to the parameter K, serve as the input for JRCA scheme. Let β be the capacity
(maximum bandwidth) of a radio interface.
The JRCA scheme starts off by initially calculating the possible number of radios at every
mesh node (line 2). This step is required, since the MCCA [13] algorithm, in addition to the
network configuration G and channels K, requires the number of radio interfaces at each of the
mesh nodes as input. The graph G along with the parameters K and radio(u), the number of
radio interfaces at each mesh node u, is fed as input for the MCCA [13] algorithm which does
the initial channel assignment (line 3). The motivation for this step was discussed earlier, in
the Basic Idea section. Once the MCCA algorithm finishes executing, we read the graph G
for the initial channel assignment. Let chan(e) represent the channel assigned to a link e ∈ E.
Given this channel assignment we do two things:
1. We create a new graph G′ (line 4) which will serve as one of the inputs for the JRCA
scheme. G′ consists of two sorts of links - a allocated link and a residual link. A
allocated link has the following characteristics : It is assigned a channel (via step 3) and
has an allocation of β (d(l) = 0) while a residual link has no channel assignment i.e
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chan(lres) = −1 and has a demand d(lres) = d(e)− β.
2. We create the domains. The idea behind the domains concept was discussed in the Basic
Idea section. In addition to its creation, domains are populated with links and their loads
by associating links ( having a channel assignment) to domains. (lines 5-6).
The next step is to create a list L which basically consists of links in E′ sorted in decreasing
order of residual demands such that d(l) > 0 and chan(l) = −1, ∀l = (u′, v′) ∈ E′ (line 7).
The JRCA scheme then visits all the links in L (lines 8-32) from the largest dl to the smallest
dl such that l = (u′, v′) ∈ L so that links with higher demands can be assigned to channels
with less contention. A while loop (lines 10-31) is run as long as the condition d(l) > 0 is
satisfied. During each run of the while-loop, we first create a set C (line 11) which basically
consists of the channels assigned to links that exist between the nodes u′ and v′ and within the
transmission range of either u′ or v′. Sets Cu′ and Cv′ consists of the channels assigned to links
emanating from u′ and v′ respectively(lines 12 and 13). A set K ′ is calculated by performing
the operation : K ′ = K − C − (Cu′ ∪ Cv′) (line 14).
If |K ′| > 0, this means that there exists atleast one channel that has not be assigned to
a link in the neighborhood around u′ or v′. We pick a channel k ∈ K ′ such that load(k) is
the least load among those in K ′. Thereafter, we create a link l′ = (u′, v′) with chan(l′) = k
and allocation alloc(l′) = β. d(l) is updated to d(l) = d(l) − β and load(k) = load(k) + β
(lines 16-19). If |K ′| = 0 (lines 21-30), then we create a set C ′ = (Cu′ ∪ Cv′)− C. If |C ′| = 0,
we give up and exit the while-loop; otherwise we calculate the number of conflicts for the
channels c′ ∈ C ′ when a new link is added to that corresponding channel c′. By the number
of conflicts, we mean the number of potential links that will interfere with a new link l′, when
that link is assigned to the same channel as the potentially interfering links (A newly created
link l′ = (u′, v′) conflicts with link l = (u, v) iff chan(l′) = chan(l) and (u′ or v′) lies in the
interference range of (u or v)) (A node u lies in the interference range of node v iff the euclidean
distance dist(u, v) ≤ IR) .
We then pick a channel c′ from C ′ with the least number of conflicts and create a link
l′ = (u′, v′) with chan(l′) = c′ and an allocation alloc(l′) = β. d(l) is updated to d(l) = d(l)−β
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and load(c′) = load(c′) + β (lines 26-29).
Once the while-loop exits, we then traverse the list L once again to check if there exists
any links that have non-zero residual demands. If so, we sort L once again in the same way
as before, but by discarding links with zero residual demands (line 33). We again proceed
in the same way by assigning channels in such a fashion to each of these residual links with
the least number of conflicts. The JRCA scheme is now complete and outputs the network
G′ containing the newly created links along with their corresponding channels. The number
of radio interfaces at a mesh router can be inferred from the number of distinct channel links
emanating from that mesh router. Formally, the number of radio interfaces at a node u is
given by the following:
{Radios(u) = #channels assigned to links at node u}
If two or more links are on the same channel, we use only one interface at the two endpoints
of the links.
Complexity analysis: We denote n as the number of nodes and m as the number of links
within the WMN. Let K be the total number of non-overlapping channels available for channel
assignment. The first phase of the JRCA which basically involves initial channel assignment
using MCCA, runs in O(mn2) time[13].
The most time-consuming operation of JRCA, in addition to MCCA, is the two while
loops between lines 8-32 and 10-31. In the outer while loop, we basically visit the links in the
decreasing order of their residual loads. This takes O(m) time as this list can have atmost m
residual links. The inner while loop runs as long the demand is greater than zero. This takes
O(Dmax) time where Dmax is the maximum residual demand in the list of residual demands.
Within the inner while loop, the if − else statement takes the most time of O(mK). The if
component takes O(K) time since we are basically finding the domain with the smallest load,
while the else component takes O(mK) time. This is because we have to compute the number
of conflicts for the domains in C ′. In the worst-case, if |C ′| = K such that each domain has
atmost m links, then then running time is O(mK). Hence the total running time of the two
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while loops is O(m ∗Dmax ∗mK) = O(m2DmaxK). Combining these results, we get an overall
running time for JRCA as O(mn2) +O(m2DmaxK).
4.4 Simulation Scenarios and Results
We conduct simulations to evaluate the performance of our JRCA algorithm. Firstly, we
study the trend of throughput for WMNs (setup using JRCA) vs fixed-radio WMNs. By fixed-
radio WMNs, we refer to those WMNs where each mesh node within the WMN is equipped
with the same number of radio interfaces. Secondly, the variation of throughput vs client traffic
is studied by observing the throughput achieved at the IGW when client traffic is varied, in a
WMN, setup using JRCA. Lastly we wanted to study the variation of throughput efficiency vs
network density (sparse WMN vs dense WMN). By network density, we refer to the number
of active links within the WMN. A WMN with a high number of active links is classified as a
dense WMN while a WMN with a low number of active links is classified as a sparse WMN.
All the scenarios were setup and simulated using the Qualnet Simulator [10]. 802.11a was
used, allowing us to work with 12 non-overlapping channels (K = 12). The data rate used was
6Mbps (β = 6Mbps). Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic was used for simulating client traffic.
The transmission range was set at 250m. Routing was done manually. All simulations were
run for 300s.
4.4.1 Study 1 : JRCA vs Fixed-Radio Scenarios
For the purpose of the first study, a dense network (figure 4.1) was used consisting of
10 nodes - one IGW (node 2) and 9 mesh routers. Four client sources (A, 9, 5, 8) were used
to generate the traffic demands (shown in table 4.1). The labels on the edges in figure 4.1
represents the traffic demand (in Mbps) flowing across an edge. The result of the JRCA
scheme for the dense WMN is shown in figure 4.2. The value inside the brackets represent the
channel assignment for that corresponding link.
To design fixed-radio scenarios, we went through the number of interfaces used at each
mesh node outputted for the dense WMN (table 4.2). Starting from the smallest number of
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Figure 4.1 Dense Network.
Figure 4.2 Dense WMN - Result of JRCA
radio interfaces (1 interface) to the largest number of radio interfaces (7 interfaces) used for the
dense WMN, we equip each mesh node with the same number of radio interfaces. The channel
assignment for each of the fixed-radio scenarios was done using the MCCA [13] algorithm.
Traffic sources listed in table 4.1 was used in all the simulations for the fixed-radio scenarios.
Table 4.3 shows the simulation results that compares the performance of JRCA with fixed
radio scenarios. The results are plotted in figures 4.3 and 4.4. Figure 4.3 shows the through-
put observed at the IGW for JRCA (experiment 1) vs throughput for scenarios (experiments
2,3,4,5,6,7 and 8) containing nodes equipped with fixed number of radio interfaces. Figure 4.4
represents the average end-end delays experienced at the IGW of each of the eight experiments.
End-end delay can occur due to a number of reasons like delay occurred at the network layer
queue, MAC layer delay, transmission delay, propagation delay, etc.
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Table 4.1 Study 1 - Client Sources
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
5 12Mbps 450000000 450000
8 8Mbps 300000000 300000
9 6Mbps 225000000 225000
A 4Mbps 150000000 150000
Table 4.2 JRCA - Dense WMN - Number of interfaces
Node Coordinates Interfaces
1 (180,315) 4
2 (260, 371) 7
3 (278,291) 6
4 (212,246) 4
5 (289,218) 3
6 (336,262) 4
7 (340,326) 4
8 (395,270) 2
9 (214,163) 1
A (55,276) 1
Total 36
From the data presented, it can be observed that JRCA is much more efficient than fixed
radio scenarios by guaranteeing higher throughput and lower average end-end delays. In ad-
dition to this, JRCA uses only 36 radios to achieve better performance results compared to
fixed-radio scenarios of 40, 50, 60, 70 radios, assigned channels using MCCA[13].
The variation of throughput for experiments 2 through 8 can be explained as follows: as the
number of radios increases, the throughput increases but then flattens out. The initial increase,
from experiment 2 to 5, can be attributed to the increase in the number of interfaces which
Table 4.3 Study 1 - JRCA vs Fixed-radio scenario results
Experiment Total Radios Throughput Packet Recvd Bytes Recvd Average Delay
1 (JRCA) 36 21.01 Mbps 787782 787782000 423.78ms
2 (1 int. each) 10 3.90 Mbps 146138 146138000 1209.43ms
3 (2 int. each) 20 9.44 Mbps 354060 354060000 825.12ms
4 (3 int. each) 30 15.64 Mbps 586393 586393000 694.23ms
5 (4 int. each) 40 19.87 Mbps 745088 745088000 579.22ms
6 (5 int. each) 50 19.87 Mbps 745092 745092000 580.43ms
7 (6 int. each) 60 19.87 Mbps 745090 745090000 579.17ms
8 (7 int. each) 70 19.87 Mbps 745087 745087000 580.61ms
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Figure 4.3 Variation of throughput : JRCA vs Fixed-radio scenarios
offers increased bandwidth. However, from experiment 5 onwards, the throughput remains the
same. Although there is an increase in the number of interfaces, the degree of a mesh node
(i.e the number of links emanating from that node) remains the same for every subsequent
scenario. As a consequence, the MCCA algorithm is unable to use all the radio interfaces due
to the limiting effect of the node degree. As a consequence, the throughput observed at the
IGW remains the same.
The variation of average end-end delay for experiments 2 through 8 can be explained as
follows: as the number of radios increases, the average end-end delay decreases but then flattens
out. This trend, for experiments 2 through 5, is expected since multiple radios decrease the
congestion level within the WMN due to increased bandwidth. The reduced congestion reduces
the queuing delay and the number of packet retransmits, thus lowering the delay for packet
transmission. The trend of the average end-end delay, from experiment 5 onwards, can be
attributed to the same reason (node degree) used to explain the trend of throughput observed
for experiments 5,6,7 and 8.
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4.4.2 Study 2 : Trend of Throughput vs Client Traffic
In this study, we wanted to observe how the throughput varied when client traffic was
varied, given the same WMN, setup using JRCA. To facilitate this, we used the JRCA result
for the dense WMN (figure 4.2) and varied the client traffic (in table 4.1). Client sources at
0.5X(table 4.4), 0.75X(table 4.5), X (table 4.6), 1.25X (table 4.7) and 1.5X (table 4.8) were
used to analyze the trend. Here X represents the total client traffic (X = 30Mbps).
Table 4.4 Dense WMN - Client sources (Run 0.5X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
5 6Mbps 225000000 225000
8 4Mbps 150000000 150000
9 3Mbps 112500000 112500
A 2Mbps 75000000 75000
Table 4.5 Dense WMN - Client sources (Run 0.75X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
5 9Mbps 337500000 337500
8 6Mbps 225000000 225000
9 4.5Mbps 168750000 168750
A 3Mbps 112500000 112500
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Table 4.6 Dense WMN - Client sources (Run X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
5 12Mbps 450000000 450000
8 8Mbps 300000000 300000
9 6Mbps 225000000 225000
A 4Mbps 150000000 150000
Table 4.7 Dense WMN - Client sources (Run 1.25X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
5 15Mbps 562500000 562500
8 10Mbps 375000000 375000
9 7.5Mbps 281250000 281250
A 5Mbps 187500000 187500
Table 4.8 Dense WMN - Client sources (Run 1.5X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
5 18Mbps 675000000 675000
8 12Mbps 450000000 450000
9 9Mbps 337500000 337500
A 6Mbps 225000000 225000
Table 4.9 shows the throughput, bytes received, packets received, average delay and through-
put efficiency observed at the IGW. Throughput efficiency is calculated using the formula :
Throughput Efficiency =
IGW Throughput
Client Traffic
From the data presented, it can be seen that as the client traffic increases, the through-
put efficiency decreases. This is because the WMN was designed for client traffic X (30
Mbps)(table 4.1). When traffic higher than X is sent, it is expected that queues at each
of the mesh nodes get saturated leading to packets being dropped at the mesh nodes. At every
hop, this packet drop gets magnified, thus causing an overall decrease in the traffic observed
at the IGW in comparison to the client traffic generated.
The average delay increases as the client traffic increases. The increased average delay can
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Table 4.9 Study 2 - IGW Statistics (Client Traffic X=30 Mbps)
Client Traffic Throughput Bytes Recvd Packets Recvd Average Delay Efficiency
0.5X 11.12 Mbps 417097000 417097 393.43ms 74.15%
0.75X 16 Mbps 600011000 600011 410.15ms 71.11%
X* 21.01 Mbps 787782000 787782 423.78ms 70.03%
1.25X 23.27 Mbps 872508000 872508 593.22ms 62.05%
1.50X 25.71 Mbps 963985000 963985 697.17ms 57.13%
be attributed to the increase in packet drops at the mesh nodes. Since TCP guarantees reliable
transmission, packets sent from the client must be successfully delivered to the receiver. By
successfully delivery, we mean that the sending node must receive a positive acknowledgment
from the receiver for the transmitted packet. However, due to an increase in client traffic,
the congestion level increases, causing an increase in packet drops. So the sender is forced to
resend packets till it receives a positive acknowledgments from the receiver. As a consequence,
the average delay increases as shown in table 4.9.
Although designed for X, the dense WMN is only able to attain an efficiency of around
70%. Consider the results of JRCA for the dense WMN depicted in figure 4.2. There are a
total of 18 active links within the WMN, which is greater than the number of non-overlapping
channels (12 channels) used for the channel assignment. As a result, it is expected that more
than one link is assigned to the same channel. For example, links (1, A) and (3, 5) both use
channel1 while links (5, 6) and (2, 7) use channel10. When two links, in the interference range
of each other, are assigned to the same channel, only one link can be active at a time, leading
to a decrease in the network bandwidth. This explains why the efficiency of the dense WMN
is 70%.
Based on the above observation, we expect that a sparse WMN will have a higher efficiency
than a dense WMN. This observation is essentially the motivation for the final study, where
we explore the performance of JRCA in dense and sparse WMNs.
4.4.3 Study 3 : Trend of Throughput Efficiency vs Network Density
In this study, we compare the efficiency of JRCA in sparse and dense WMNs. To facil-
itate this, we use a sparse network (figure 4.5) consisting of only 7 mesh nodes - one IGW
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(node 1) and 6 mesh routers and 8 active links. Three clients sources (3, 5, 7) are used to
generate the traffic demands for this sparse network. The labels on the edges in figure 4.5
represents the traffic demands (in Mbps) flowing across an edge. Traffic sources listed in
tables 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 are used to setup sparse WMNs (using JRCA). For
setting up dense WMNs (figure 4.1) (using JRCA), we use the traffic sources listed in ta-
bles 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 show the JRCA results for
the sparse network for client traffic of 0.5X, 0.75X, X, 1.25X and 1.50X respectively (X=20
Mbps) while figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.2, 4.13 and 4.14 show the JRCA results for dense WMN for
client traffic of 0.5X, 0.75X, X, 1.25X and 1.50X respectively (X=30 Mbps).
Figure 4.5 A Sparse network
Table 4.10 Sparse WMN - Client sources (Run 0.5X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
3 2Mbps 75000000 75000
5 6Mbps 225000000 225000
7 2Mbps 75000000 75000
Table 4.11 Sparse WMN - Client sources (Run 0.75X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
3 3Mbps 112500000 112500
5 9Mbps 337500000 337500
7 3Mbps 112500000 112500
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Table 4.12 Sparse WMN - Client sources (Run X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
3 4Mbps 150000000 150000
5 12Mbps 450000000 450000
7 4Mbps 150000000 150000
Table 4.13 Sparse WMN - Client sources (Run 1.25X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
3 5Mbps 187500000 187500
5 15Mbps 562500000 562500
7 5Mbps 187500000 187500
Table 4.14 Sparse WMN - Client sources (Run 1.5X)
Clients Throughput Total Bytes Sent Total Packets Sent
3 6Mbps 225000000 225000
5 18Mbps 675000000 675000
7 6Mbps 225000000 225000
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Table 4.15 Study 3 - Throughput Efficiency vs Network Density
Scenario 1 (Dense WMN) (X=30 Mbps) 2 (Sparse WMN) (X=20 Mbps)
Traffic Links Thput Delay Efficiency Links Thput Delay Efficiency
0.5X 15 11.03 Mbps 375.42ms 73.53% 8 9.42 Mbps 98.97ms 94.2%
0.75X 16 16.42 Mbps 384.31ms 73% 8 14.02 Mbps 105.19ms 93.47%
1.0X 18 21.01 Mbps 423.78ms 70.03% 10 18.55 Mbps 110.27ms 92.74%
1.25X 21 26.24 Mbps 433.45ms 70% 10 22.77 Mbps 131.42ms 91.08%
1.50X 23 31.00 Mbps 502.33ms 68.89% 10 27.28 Mbps 167.13ms 90.93%
Table 4.15 shows the results of the performance of JRCA in dense and sparse WMNs. From
the data presented, it can be observed that JRCA does very well in sparse WMNs delivering
upto 94% of the client traffic at the IGW while in dense WMNs, JRCA is only able to achieve
moderate efficiency (upto 74% of client’s traffic).
The drop in the throughput efficiency in case of dense WMNs can be explained as follows:
In dense WMNs, where the number of links are high (i.e. the number of links exceed the
number of orthogonal channels available for channel assignment), there is a high probability
that two links, in the interference range of each other, are assigned to the same channel. This
leads to channel interference (inter-flow and intra-flow interference) and consequently decreases
the network capacity (since only one link can be active at a time) and increases the packet
loss.
We also make the following observations:
• When the number of active links increases, the throughput efficiency decreases and the
delay increases. As the number of active links increases, the channel interference in-
creases. Increased interference leads to a decrease in network capacity and consequently
decreases the throughput efficiency. With decreased network capacity, the congestion
level within the WMN increases. As the congestion level increases, the delay increases.
• If the number of links are the same, when client traffic increases, the throughput efficiency
decreases and the delay increases. As the client traffic increases, the congestion level
within the WMN increases. When the congestion level increases, the delay increases and
consequently decreases the throughput efficiency.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Nowadays, typical wireless mesh installations generally utilize mesh routers equipped with
a fixed number of radios. This approach is not adaptive to the bandwidth requirements of a
802.11-based wireless mesh network. To solve this problem, we need to be able to equip mesh
nodes with as many radios as the net traffic flowing through that mesh node. However, this
does not guarantee that we will obtain the maximum bandwidth just yet. We also need to
assign channels to these radio interfaces in such a way that minimizes channel interference.
In this work, we have addressed this issue by proposing a scheme that can allocate both
radio interfaces and assign channels to them, in such a manner that captures the client’s traffic
demands while minimizing channel interference. In particular, the JRCA scheme uses a clever
heuristic to create new links between mesh nodes by considering surrounding channels and
load distribution.
During the course of our study, we have examined the quality of our scheme by studying var-
ious parameters directly or indirectly influencing JRCA’s performance. Firstly, we performed
a comprehensive study that compared our scheme against scenarios which contained mesh
nodes, each of which were equipped with a fixed number of radio interfaces. We discovered
that our scheme performs very well against these fixed-radio scenarios. Secondly, we examined
how the throughput varied when client traffic was varied. Lastly, we studied the trend of
throughput efficiency vs network density, which revealed to us that JRCA’s performance is
directly contingent on the density of the wireless mesh network configuration.
Thus, our work has demonstrated the fact that by equipping mesh routers with a variable
number (depending upon the net traffic flowing through the node) of radio interfaces and
assigning them channels in a manner that minimizes interference is indeed more advantageous
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than the naive strategy of equipping each router with the number of radios equal to the number
of orthogonal channels. In addition to the scheme’s several advantages, we believe that our
work, to our best knowledge, is the first of its kind that couples the problem of radio allocation
and channel assignment in a joint manner. With costs of 802.11-enabled radio interfaces
plummeting, we believe that wireless mesh network are becoming more of a commonplace.
With our scheme, a network deployment engineer can easily and quickly install a 802.11-based
wireless mesh network that caters to the ISPs’ customer’s needs.
As a part of future work, we would like to extend JRCA to use overlapping channels. Rate
control for each of radios of a mesh router is another additional feature that we are planning
to factor into our scheme for the future. Using rate control, we will be able to control the
interference range of the radios thus allowing JRCA to minimize the co-channel interference
to a greater degree.
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